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Summary
Konnect Project is aiming for making new B2B2C economic ecosystem with the on-off line


integration and powerful membership based on blockchain technology. We have B2B global 

market networks through 10 years of distribution business in global market and, moreover, 

support various market fields like accommodation, airline, medical, beauty care industries for 

global tourists. Konnect, we aim to get over the limit of existing industries and improve the 

efficiency of them and finally extend the existing B2B infrastructure to B2C by taking 

advantage of blockchain. 



We think that blockchain is the key point of this change at the moment. We offer the new way 

of overcoming the limitations occurring when trading across borders on the world with block-

chain technology. Konnect platform offering the powerful membership benefits based on the 

utility coin, KCT, is at the center of the new way. Now we have the driving force for extending 

to B2B2C business in the centrality as our membership program based on blockchain on the 

existing B2B business network.



We have designed our membership program based on KCT as the virtuous circle that users get


benefits of goods and services by trading in B2B2C market and then our platform is revitalized


by constant users. Our membership program has fundamentally diverse functional platforms to


expand the uses of KCT and lead the value rise. These functional platforms compose Konnect


ecosystem organically. Token holders can use various premium goods and services at a 

discounted price through e-commerce platform in Konnect platform. We can guarantee our


own reliability in the whole process of purchase and distribution because token holders can


check the current status of distribution managed by existing client server in on-chain of block-


chain. Token holders can communicate and trade online with diverse global users in community


based on various activity and transaction records on e-commerce. community platform is more


than simple interacting communication and eventually offers global P2P transaction and escrow


services based on each cumulated reliability in e-commerce.



KCT membership users of Konnect NFT marketplace can do minting various PFP NFTs and 

upgrade them to rare level and trade them. Rare PFP NFTs have the value of possession and 

trade. Moreover, the users having rare PFP NFTs can get an additional discount and register 

them on Konnect community platform to make the differentiated character from other users. 

We also provide lots of small, but fun events and real benefits all over our platform, for example,


like the chance to get exchangeable NFT for many real premium goods one-to-one.
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Summary
Users can check various financial services like the status of token staking for sign up our mem-


bership, the application of issuing Crypto card, performance management and so on in Konnect


finance platform. Our finance platform will extend our part in many ways and offer DeFI to our


token holders with various financial services like a trust, a deposit and a loan, if the regulation of


Crypto field is systemized and we have sufficient liquidity. KCT, our Konnect membership token


will be the key governance after the significant positioning of DeFI. KCT will be the key element


for reserving much more diverse parts and uses in accordance with additional features, market


extension and building our own ecosystem based on our membership platform.



Konnect will be recognized the top-tier company that lowers the barrier to entry to the process 


of purchase and distribution in global market by linking our infrastructure and blockchain, and


integrating online and offline business through KCT membership. In accordance that Konnect


leads a market and our ecosystem grow , KCT token will offer a  higher value and features to


token holders. We are sure that Konnect project will achieve the continuous growth on that 

basis.  
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01

Duty-Free Market Analysis

Prospects of Duty-Free Market

[ Figure 01. Annual Scales of Duty-Free and Travel Market  ]
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Web 2.0 is on maturational stage by the expansion of Internet infrastructure but the infrastruc


ture of global duty-free market is still backward condition, though the age of Web 3.0 repre-


sented by decentralization is coming. Global duty-free market has made the growth of roughly  


86 billion USD (2019) as such a huge market but been exposed to the structural limitation of its  


business model by the absence of integrated commercial platform offering communication and 


connection between business operators, inefficient hand-written transaction and the regulation


including Foreign Exchange Transactions Act of each country. The inefficient business process


increases incidental expenses and risk as the frequency of transaction and sales figures increase.


For this reason, global duty-market has consistently needed the efficiency of reliability verifica


tion between business operators.  

South Korea has appr. 25% (22 billion USD) worldwide market share on the top of the overall


global market of 86 billion USD. Konnect ranks No. 1 in South Korea, and has substantial B2B


business structure of the trade volume more than 5 billion USD and close networks with strate-


gic partners. Konnect is the leading entrepreneur of duty-free market and figure out problems 


of it disrupting the infrastructure extension of e-commerce, and consistently makes effort to 


apply to overall industry by presenting the solution of current problems. In relation to them, 


Konnect has clearly figured out our partner’s need in duty-free market based on various status 


and issue. Then we maximize the efficiency by building the integrated platform with our highly 


developed B2B business network of 10 years, and finally take the center of synergy that can 


grow the whole pie of market by combining with B2C platform based on block-


chain.
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Duty-Free Market Analysis

Prospects of Duty-Free Market

1. Occupying the competitive position in advance in growing Crypto

market

There have already been the payment service projects (e.g. Crypto.com, Swipe) that published


a real card based on their membership for digital asset users for years ago. But they clearly show


the limitation of arbitrager without real distribution structure. Whether or not they have the


license of legacy financial business (e.g. Master, Visa, and etc.) determine the existence of that


on a real card payment business. Besides, there is the limitation of simple arbitrager that don’t


reserve the infrastructure facilitating a commodity distribution. They can’t offer competitive


benefits in comparison with other legacy financial services and are insufficiently competitive, so


the users don’t actually feel of effective additional benefits and ease of use. 



Konnect can provide competitive services than any other projects by our B2B sourcing, distribu-


tion, fulfillment infrastructure accumulated through business experience and field extension for


the last 10 years, and provide the benefit actually felt by the membership users with the price


reduced retail margin. We can do because we are the influential physical commodity transaction


operator in global market beyond South Korea market in the basis of securing powerful strategic


partners and solid infrastructure.



We expect that the more economic scale that has digital asset as a medium increase along with


the growth of Crypto market, the more needs for services offering benefits of real economy 


through digital asset will explosively increase. We will enter into the market step ahead and be 


the leader position of the market that don’t have unrivaled company with sufficient infrastruc-


ture satisfying the needs of users in the present situation.

Konnect
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Duty-Free Market Analysis

Purpose of Blockchain Introduction

2. Hedging the risk of existing structure of duty-free business

Konnect has experienced various issues occurring in the process of distribution and delivery and 


each country’s regulation like Foreign exchange transactions act in the progress duty-free distri-


bution business. There were attempts to use the exchanger based on the reliability of block-


chain and adopt digital asset to duty-free distribution business to resolve these issues but there


has been not the reduction of the business risk in each distribution section due to impossibility


of verification for each section. We minimize the risk of existing business structure and allow 


much faster processing speed of transaction by integrating KCT membership to existing B2B


business field. We can efficienate chronic inefficient process occurring in the current duty-free 


business        structure        through        this.



On the other hand, even though the limitation of physical distance and each country’s regulation 


are overcome, the entry barrier of transaction in the structure of existing duty-free business is


still the limitation that draws out a potential demand. If the platform integrating global market


is constructed to solve this limitation, that makes the result of securing new market and thicken-


ing users. Using e-commerce platform of Konnect adds additional sales of B2C market based on 


digital asset to business structure concentrated on B2B market. This works as the risk hedging


as business field is diversified fundamentally.

3. Field extension in accordance with market maturation    

KCT is the utility token that focuses on offering benefits to our users through the membership


program and concentrates on securing users for this. If the legal system is renovated and Crypto


mass-adoption are achieved later, KCT is expandable to the payment function based on stable


liquidity. We can secure the firm market position that existing other projects could not achieve,


on the basis of the economy based on digital asset in global Fintech market which will be reorga-


nized according to the extension of KCT function. If legacy financial business and companies


dive into this market with the mass-adoption of Crypto, the entrepreneur that has built the


digital asset ecosystem on the basis of the strong point in existing market will make inroads to


legacy market and extend a business field more quickly in a rapidly growing market.
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Duty-Free Market Analysis

Purpose of Blockchain Introduction

4. Rise in reliability on the process and efficiency improvement 

Konnect can improve the process reliability by offering the interface that inspect the hash data 


on blockchain encoded from our reserved logistics information and the details of production


and distribution. We have the stronger point on figuring out a current situation of our partners 


on every step-by-step process than any other competitors by using end-to-end transaction 


process in distr ibut ion operated by us.  On the basis  of  this  infrastructure,


NFT transaction certification is minted and given to the user when the purchase on our e-com-


merce platform is completed, therefore the higher reliability maintains on secondary or tertiary


transaction as well.



Konnect expands the reliability formed between existing B2B operators to global P2P transac-


tion by offering NFT transaction certification, and aims to extend the scale of transaction activa-  


tion. Konnect community works as a bridgehead for this process. The users of our community 


check the certification of authenticity by NFT transaction certification, then proceed at one time   


from P2P transaction to delivery out of the limitation of distance through our fulfillment.

Extension

Field

Existing

Field

Introduction of Crypto Economy, NFT COA + Using Data of On-Chain

•Blockchain

•B2C

•B2B

KCT

Membership


Platform

B2C

User

1. B2B Logistics Sourcing

2. Fullfillment/Circulation 3. Last Mile

Global B2B

Domestic B2B

Global Platform
Distribution and Sale

after Final Inspection

Checking optimum 

supply

- Various SKU

- Unit price

- Checking quantity

Offering goods 

for sale list

- Receiving an order

- Product selection

Brand Head Office

Global Distributor

Duty-Free Shop

Product Inspection, 
Final Packaging

[ Figure 02. Direction of Business Extension on Konnect B2B2C  ]
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Konnect Project

Konnect pursues OMO (Online Merge with Offline) platform on our Crypto membership based 


on our own published digital asset. It means that integrated platform connected organically 


between online and offline more than the business of simple connection between them. OMO 


platform with us is to make synergy by integrating into new e-commerce platform of digital 

assets by using blockchain based on real economic infrastructure of Konnect’s existing business. 


On the process of integration, we provide one-stop life solution centered on KCT membership 


platform to our users, and offer benefits encompassing online and offline by connecting them 


organically. 



We have the business infrastructure of more than 15 countries (US, China, EU, Australia, 


Vietnam, Indonesia and etc.) in existing duty-free market, and distribute more than 60,000 


products and 300,000 accounts registered on B2B. Our trade volume in duty-free market all 


over the world reaches 13 billion USD. It is not limited to the market field of duty-free transac-


tion but also includes various relevant businesses like accommodation, travel, beauty care 


services and etc., and the related diverse offline infrastructures. We contribute the market 


extension as OMD platform by combining these infrastructures and membership service based


on blockchain using KCT.  

I Tarket market annual sales.


$ 13.4 B+

I Country.


15 +

I Partner.


50 +

I Goods.


60K +

I User.


B2B 200K + / B2C 3M +

Konnect
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02

Konnect Project 

KCT membership platform is designed as mutually connected integral structure by 4 individual 


layers in charge of each core function, and each layer works with character as below.

1. Konnect e-commerce 

The users can buy goods and services at the competitive price reserved by 


Konnect with powerful benefits of membership. This platform works as the most


important role at the initial building of membership platform.

2. Konnect NFT marketplace

This platform offers various NFT related functions, e.g. minting NFT and trade it


and etc. This platform enhances functionality and offering fun for our members of


KCT membership including PFP NFT with the world view extended to metaverse


beyond the reality, mystery box that can do minting changeable NFT to real luxury


goods at the shop of strategic partners and etc. 

3. Konnect community

Konnect members using e-commerce and NFT market place can communicate


together freely and discuss for the progress of Konnect project in this platform.


Besides communication, the users can make global P2P transaction of verified 


products (NFT certification of authenticity) based on reliability.

4. Konnect finance

The users can check the details of payment proceeding all around our platforms


like the issue, delivery, use status of real card and etc. including KCT staking support.


We will extend to DeFI by increasing liquidity and a user base later on.


Konnect
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Konnect Project 

Offline
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Service

Luxury
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Business

Konnect

NFT


Marketplace

Konnect

Finance

Konnect

Community

Konnect

E-Commerce

KCT

Membership


Platform

[ Figure 04. Business Structure of Konnect  ]

Blockchain is designed and connected organically by the use for each platform on primary 4 sub


elements of our membership platform. It begins with introducing KCT based token economy to


our ecosystem. NFT (used on the sub platform of KCT membership platform in various ways),


e-commerce platform (that integrate existing inefficient trade, distribution and fulfillment


process), chasing a distribution channel (by using on-chain connected with off-chain) and etc.,


and is used in various fields. Konnect project is not only building e-commerce sales platform but


also the platform that presents new commerce environment and system combining with block-


chain technology.

Konnect
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Konnect Project

Konnect E-Commerce Platform

Konnect has B2B infrastructure constructed by duty-free distribution business and provides 


goods and services at the competitive price to KCT membership holders as the top-tier operator


of a market. The product trading in e-commerce is reliable due to our preemptive purchase and


distribution and It works as attractive point that digital asset can be paid.  



The member assigned our membership level by KCT staking enjoys various things, e.g. purchas-


ing luxury goods with discount benefit, or travel, accommodation services and etc. registered on


our platform through claiming accumulated reward in accordance with the term of staking


activation is passing. More than 50 distributors as our strategic partner already have more than


60,000 goods and services so our users choose diverse benefits on their needs and requests. 

[ Figure 05. Screenshot of E-Commerce Platform, MVP  ]
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Konnect Project

Konnect E-Commerce

Konnect e-commerce is the integrated online platform and record the process of purchase by 


every stage, so that can be verified. The user gets NFT certification of authenticity by confirming 


the purchase after the user purchase specific goods and a delivery is completed on our e-com-


merce.   





NFT certification of authenticity is recorded in encoded hash data all the details of brand name, 


product number, serial number, purchase date, origin and etc. The purchaser on e-commerce


can use NFT certification of authenticity as securing reliability of transaction when selling their 


purchased goods to other user on our community. When P2P transaction is completed through 


this NFT, it is transferred to the receiver, then will be worked as means proving consistent 


reliability on the transaction in the future as well.

Konnect e-commerce records the classification by each process on off-chain of blockchain to 


prevent the bottleneck state occurring on the transaction process containing all the details of 


transaction and handle large amount of transaction simultaneously. We secure the transparent 


distribution process through applying the system that verifies relevant details by decoding the 


hash data on off-chain through the verification key on platform after recording the verification 


key to inquire details of specific transaction or distribution later on. When it is confirmed that 


e-commerce stably processes the large transaction as it designed and the linking between B2B 


operators is completed, we can offer the distribution data in much more sophisticated shape to


our partners and users. All through this work, we can realize the optimal transaction efficiency 


by securing various transaction route with standardizing propensity of consume or advancing 


the platform algorithm to enable the transaction in new shape.

[ Figure 06. Basic Flow Diagram of NFT COA  ]

User, Example of NFT COA

1. Purchase 2. Distribution

3. Receiving Goods and NFT COA

User
Legacy


Business

Network

Konnect

E-Commerce
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Konnect Project

Konnect NFT Marketplace

Konnect provides more diverse elements and values to offer benefits for KCT membership 


holders and activate our platforms. Our NFT marketplace is the one of these elements and our 


own “Meme” as our assets carrying on the benefits of KCT membership. Our NFT marketplace 


focuses on extendability and promotional function to activate KCT membership platform. We 


publish and distribute NFT by ERC 721 standard based on Ethereum for the extendability with 


much more third-party and exposure for existing users.

1. Luxuriate to Earn NFT (L2E NFT)

Konnect offers NFT mystery box minting event exchangeable to real luxury goods by


one-to-one on our NFT marketplace. This is the way picked at random among selected goods


and many other NFT platforms use mystery box way. We constantly carry out L2E (Luxuriate to 


Earn) by mystery box minting for inviting various users and encouraging the participation in 


platform. L2E exchangeable with real luxury goods offers the new user experience, i.e. ① Open


a mystery box → ② Win a random prize → ③ Receive real goods → ④ Burn NFT, then much more 


users experience the interface of our platform and get fun, and settle on members of Konnect 


ecosystem. Our L2E event eventually aims to increase the members of KCT membership and 


users. Members of KCT membership can win the prize of higher level in mystery box through 


transferring accumulated points by repeating mystery box to probability adjustment to get a 


higher level of mystery box.

Konnect

Community

3rd


Party

User

Staing

Benefit

Trade

Profile

KCT

Membership

Konnect

E-Commerce

Luxuriate to Earn

NFT

PFP NFT

[ Figure 07. Diagram of NFT Marketplace ]
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02

Konnect Project

2. KONNECT PFP NFT

Our users can do minting PFP (Profile Picture) NFT that gives colorful stories on Konnect


ecosystem on NFT marketplace. PFP NFT classified by 5 levels has parts component determined


by each level, and the combination of parts by number of cases is proceeding when minting,


then the property of stat by that combination is assigned. The users can upgrade a higher level


of PFP NFT by combining minted PFP NFT with parts.



PFP NFT can be trade on our marketplace and used for a profile image on our community. KCT 


membership holders can get limited parts by each membership level. We also offer PFP NFT


including parts exchangeable to real luxury goods and this presents another pleasure and value 


to members of Konnect ecosystem.



PFP NFT supports the transaction function autonomously on Konnect NFT marketplace, and we


will extend our cooperation that PFP NFT can be used and traded on other NFT platforms by 

cooperate with various third-party operators.

[ Figure 08. Sample Image of PFP NFT  ]

※ This is an example image.
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Konnect Project

Konnect Community

Konnect community is classified in board shape by various classification standard every local


and global user can participate and communicate with each other. At the beginning of Konnect 


project, there is each country’s community board and eventually will be localized in specific


categories. Each community will be regrouped based on KYC (Know your customer) and


purchased NFT information and etc., except worldwide community board. In other words, our


users will be qualified to participate in other communities by several conditions like their mem-


bership, purchased products, region and etc.

Community

Categorization

User

characteristic

Konnect Community

KCT Membership

RED

South Korean

PFP NFT Minted

Free-access

Community

RED

Community

South

Korean


Community

PFP NFT

Community

[ Figure 09. Example of the Board on Community Platform  ]

Konnect community is the open place that diverse users freely talk their opinion in KCT ecosys-


tem, at the same time, and the space that enables global P2P transaction. The user who


purchased goods on e-commerce platform has held its own NFT, and can trade with other


community user by proving it. We offer the fulfillment service of safe intercontinental delivery


and will offer an escrow trade based on KCT by expanding a function afterwards. Konnect


community begins with a communication channel between user groups, and is the expandable 


platform that will be a global version of P2P transaction platform like South Korea’s Daangn


Market.
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Konnect Project

Konnect Finance

Konnect provides various financial services base on KCT membership. We offer the key


functions by organic connection with our other platforms, based on Konnect exclusive wallet.


The most basic service of our finance platform is KCT membership card. We offer the real card


to KCT token membership users, that can be used on off-line besides our e-commerce platform.


The users registered as a regular member by satisfying terms and condition should complete the


certification of KYC, and then can apply the real card. The real card is published as a chargeable


prepaid card in the first stage, then we will support check and credit cards based on Crypto by


reserving a partnership and applying the regulations later on.



In addition, the users can check various status information of accumulated rewards from the


point of staking KCT token, amount of digital asset usable on e-commerce platform, payment


information on e-commerce and etc. on our finance. First of all, we will focus on the function


stability of identification information related to purchase, payment and membership of e-com-


merce platform. If the expansion of KCT membership users and the stabilization of our platform


reach to our target afterward, we have in mind of functional extension to DeFI that transfers the


governance operator of Konnect finance to our members.  



This is the important element for securing of a use and a liquidity by solidifying the eco system 


centered around KCT token. Konnect finance will prove the extendabilty to diverse directions 


especially with the extensibility of payment function of KCT token.

[ Figure 10. Prototype of Konnect Finance Platform  ]
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Konnect Membership

Structure of Konnect Membership

Konnect builds B2B2C e-commerce ecosystem based on KCT membership. We offer the 


discount of goods and services that our users actually feel benefits by our membership level


through staking KCT token. We offer additional discounts when purchasing by KCT on our


e-commerce platform and activate the using KCT of our users besides the discounts by a mem-


bership level.



We support the payment method of digital asset, KCT, WBTC, ETH, USDT, UST for now, and 


others will be supported later on.


 


When the users inquire the payment of using digital asset, Oracle solution arranges the quantity


of required digital asset for the payment by calculating appropriate number converted in USD of 


digital asset formed out of Konnect. Starting with 5 kinds of payment method in the beginning,


we will introduce more various digital assets afterwards by gathering opinions from our commu-


nity or contracting a strategic partnership. We will support the multiple main net through Bridge 


for reducing Gas fee required at verifying a transaction on main net of Ethereum afterwards.


This works as the precondition that brings forward an activation point of membership by lower-


ing the entry barrier of payment through Konnect platform and minimize the all charges for the


payment.

KCT

Membership

KCT,

wBTC,

ETH,

USDT,

UST

User

Staking Payment Commodity

supply

Konnect E-Commerce

Platform

Luxury Goods

Accomodation

Travel

Medical Service

Legacy

Business

Network

[ Figure 11. Business Structure of Konnect Membership Platform  ]
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Konnect Membership

Benefits of Konnect Membership

The members who obtain KCT membership level can enjoy various benefits. The benefits are


offered all over the on-line and off-line by Konnect membership level. The members can get


offered various goods on-line related to B2B infrastructure and get offered discounts and


rewards off-line when purchasing goods at a shop or using services. They can enjoy various


benefits in extensive fields, accommodation, airline, medical service and etc. besides shopping


premium goods. 

* The staking amount and benefits of membership level can change

according to Konnect’s operating policy

Membership

Level

Staking 
Amount

(USDT)

PFP NFT Mystery Box Shopping Accomodation Airline
Medical
Service

Platinum

Black

Gold

Silver

Bronze

400,000

80,000

30,000

5,000

500

40%

30%

20%

15%

10%

20%

10%

7%

5%

3%

40%

30%

20%

15%

10%

30%

20%

15%

10%

5%

10%

7%

5%

3%

2%

30%

20%

15%

10%

5%

[ Figure 12. Main Discount Benefits of Konnect Membership Platform ]
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Konnect Membership

Benefits of Konnect Membership

Besides powerful benefits of purchasing goods and services on Konnect e-commerce, 


KCT membership users can get more powerful benefits. Additional benefits will be added in 


accordance with the function extension of Konnect ecosystem and the growth of our member-


ship users, and existing benefits will be supplemented more convenient.

1. The raffle ticket by membership level 

The raffle ticket for hot deal or the chance to purchase the limited edition is offered by membership level.


Hot deal proceeds a random lottery on the number of all registered tickets as parameters, the more raffle


tickets, the more chances to win. The users maintaining on a higher level can obtain the chance to buy the


limited edition periodically. 

2. Granting an upward probability for NFT level by membership level

When minting PFP NFT or buying mystery box, the probability for a higher level than a given level is raised. 


If it is exchangeable to real luxury goods, actual level is raised and if it is PFP NFT, much rare parts are 


equipped. The higher level, the higher probability is granted for up . Members can enjoy constant benefits 


on     NFT    marketplace. 

3. Offering a staking reward 

KCT membership users get offered a staking reward by KCT token. The reward is allocated in the reserve 


pool of Konnect ecosystem, and distribute the members who contribute to the extension of ecosystem. 


The reward can be claimed every 7 days, and it is transferred to member’s Konnect wallet when the claim 


is completed. Given reward can be used as a payment method instantly at the claim point on Konnect 


e-commerce.

4. Offering KCT rewards according to the payment amount

The reward in proportion with payment amount is given by KCT token when the payment is completed


on-line and off-line of Konnect. This is the separate benefit from the staking reward in maintenance period


of membership so members can get a reward each time a transaction is completed. The higher membership 


level, the more reward is offered.

Konnect
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Konnect Membership

Benefits of Konnect Membership

Membership

Level

Additional 

PFP NFTs Rarity

Additonal L2E

(Luxuriate to Earn)

Hot Deal/Limited

Product Whitelist


ticket payment

Staking

Interest Rate

360D180D

Credit Card

Reward

Platinum

Black

Gold

Silver

Bronze

10%

3%

2%

1%

0%

10%

3%

2%

1%

0%

7 tickets

3 tickets

2 tickets

1 tickets

0 tickets

7%

5%

3%

2%

1%

10%

8%

4%

2.5%

1.2%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

[ Figure 13. Additional Benefits of Konnect Membership Platform ] 

Terms and Conditions of Konnect Membership

The membership level is determined by amount of staking KCT token in Konnect. The minimum 


quantity of KCT token required by membership level is calculated by KCT price at the point of


staking, and the membership level is assigned when required certification is completed by the


system request after staking KCT token more than minimum quantity of requirement. 

e.g) Black level

membership

Black Request KCT

of 80,000 USDT

If market price of KCT is 1 USDT at staking, 


80,000 units are required.

If market price of KCT is 4 USDT at staking, 


20,000 units are required.

※ Although the market price of KCT id changed after staking, a membership level is not changed.

However, required amount of KCT can be changed by market price in the case of resign up after canceling staking.

KCT token used for staking is transferred to lock up state for a chosen period, the user who want


to give up their membership after the lock up period, get KCT token back by un-staking. The


user who want to maintain their membership, their membership maintains during staking main-


tains. But in the case of abusing a membership with malicious and abnormal intention, that user


can get un-staking by force for the protection of Konnect ecosystem.


   


As Konnect platform is activated and our membership users increase, the amount of tradable


KCT token in circulation decrease and the variability of market price increase. Konnect protects


the value of membership user’s asset and will adjust the membership requirement quarterly or


monthly in accordance with a market situation for adjusting the entry barrier of new member-


ship user effectually. All the things will be accomplished for the direction of increasing our mem-


bership value eventually.Konnect
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KCT Token

Token Matrix

Token Name: Konnect Token


Token Ticker: KCT


Token Base: Ethereum (ERC-20)


Total Supply: 10,000,000,000 (10 billion KCT)

Token Economy

KCT is the membership token and has designed as the mechanism for constantly improving the


value of itself through securing various uses. This is the core consideration of economy system


at the launching and stabilization of our KCT membership, furthermore, we will reserve much 


more functionality in accordance with the extension of KCT ecosystem, and then eventually


achieve a high value mechanism. The core elements for the rise of KCT token valuation in this


white paper are as below.  

1. Using sales from e-commerce for burning KCT token 

KCT foundation will quarterly or monthly use 1% of total sales after the launching of e-com-


merce platform for purchasing KCT token in market and burning them permanently. As users 


flow into our e-commerce, number of transaction increases. As our membership users 


increase by staking, the amount of KCT in circulation decrease, then its scarcity increase. As a


result, these may work as trigger of KCT value rise. 

2. Rise of KCT demand as rise of benefits of using KCT token

More additional discount and commission reduction are applied when using KCT token as a


payment method Konnect platform than any other payment method. Using KCT is induced


because the users get more benefits when using KCT. As the use functionality of KCT is


extended, we can pull the high valuation of it. 

3. Reducing the amount in circulation by gathering

KCT membership users

We can reduce amount of circulation by minimum requirement (KCT staking by level) for


signing up KCT membership. The key of KCT membership reserves KCT membership holders


as much as possible by offering the powerful discount benefits through using existing B2B


infrastructure. As the benefits for KCT membership is powerful, if more users will buy tokens


to sign up for our KCT membership and tokens are lock up by staking, as a result, amount of


circulation will be reduced, then we can eventually increase the value of KCT token.   


  

Konnect
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KCT Token

Token Economy

Token Valuation Increase

Token Scarcity

1% Revenue token burn

(e-Commerce Platform)

KCT usage Benefit

(Payment, NFT Minting)

Memdership requirement

(KCT staking Rquirement)

Additional benefits

(PFP NFT / HOT deal Ticket / Mystery Box)

Commodity disxount

Reduction in Token Circulation

Token

Burn

KCT

Membership

Utility

[ Figure 14. Value Chain of KCT ] 

Token Allocation

Ecosystem (40%) This is our reserve pool and used various parts of KCT membership

ecosystem, i.e. staking reward, KCT payment reward, KCT paid from

staking pool afterwards in various ways and etc.

Sale / IEO (13%) This is token sales of selling to initial investors stage by stage of KCT. KCT 

membership platform proceeds IEO (Initial Exchange Offering) with strate-

gic partners for successful entry to Crypto market and securing users.

Reserve (12%) This is used for cooperating with the key partners to strengthen the  
business infrastructure and extend the ecosystem of KCT.

Preservation (10%) This is used for various cases such as marketing, liquidity, and ecosystem 

depending on the needs.

40%13%12%

10% 10% 10%5%

Liquidity

500,000,000

Marketing

1,000,000,000

Team & Advisor

1,000,000,000

Preservation

1,000,000,000

Reserve

1,200,000,000

Sales / IEO

1,300,000,000

Eco System

4,000,000,000
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KCT Token

Token Allocation

Team & Advisor (10%) This is for leading members of Konnect project and advisors who help us

to enter and extend the market.

Marketing (10%) This is used for promotion and marketing of Konnect project with a 

diverse target.

Liquidity (5%) This is reserved for securing liquidity in the case of payment and commis-

sion and etc. in various shape on KCT membership platform.

Konnect
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Roadmap

2022 2Q Securing Global Partnership

Building Wallet, E-Commerce, NFT Market Place MVP

Beta Test of NFT Marketplace

Alpha Test of E-Commerce

2022 3Q Soft Opening and Exhibition of NFT Mystery Box

Soft Opening and Beta Test of E-Commerce

Launching Konnect Wallet

2022 4Q Advancing Konnect Wallet and Adding Swap Function

Advancing E-Commerce and Operating Stabilization

Beta Test of P2P on NFT Marketplace    

Connecting Konnect Wallet with NFT Marketplace

2023 1Q Contracting with Global Partners

Official Launching of E-Commerce and adding more countries

Building Wallet DEX    

Extension of Item Categories on E-Commerce

2023 2Q Expansion of commerce item categories                                          

NFT marketplace P2P marekt alpha test

Wallet DEX alpha test  

Secure DEX liquidity

Konnect
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Team

Jun Seok Kim [CEO]

University of Minnesota Law School


’94 – ’01 Haitai International Inc. Associate Legal Manager


’03 – ’13 Hynix Semiconductor Inc. Associate


’13 Yahoo Korea / Overture Korea Deputy General Counsel / Policy Advisor


’13 Kim & Chang Advisor


’17 – Current Joowon Law Firm Partner

JÜRGEN KOB [CMO] 

Member of Bitcoin Association Switzerland


Member of Crypto Vally Association & Crypto Valley Lab


Member of FINTECH Circle Institute, London, UK

David Hong  [CSO]

Master of International Commerce, Graduate School of  


International Studies, Seoul National University


1st place in 2019 Cosmos HackAtom Seoul Defi Category

Serena Yun [COO]

- ‘17 - ’20 Co-founder of Heritage Blocks,


in charge of marketing various projects in Korea 


’21 Custody analyst of the Korbit exchange


‘22 COO for Konnect project

Mark Jung [CTO]

University of Utah, Electrical Engineering


Experiences in various blockchain industries and tokens
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Advisor

Chunghwan Kim

'17 - '21 HDC Shilla Duty Free CEO


'14 - '17 Hotel Shilla Vice President


'11 - '14 Hotel Shilla Business Planning/

Product Planning/Sales Headquarters

Martin Wheeler

Washington University in Saint Louis, Missouri


Outside advisor of cryptocurrency

launching of PayProtocol

Yoonje Shin

Dankook University Business Administration


’17 – Current CEO of CareMind


’16 – ’17 Representative of a Chinese Medical Tourism Platform Company


’15 – ’16 KT Economic Management Research Institute


’14 – ’15 Head of Planning and Public Relations. National Management Strategy Institute


’13 National Pension Service Public Relations Office  

Soohyun Kim

Former Coupang General Manager


Former Naver


Former Ebay Korea

David Jang

GOMI Corp Founder & CEO


Hello Soft INC Founder & CEO


CNG Tech Vietnam Director


Anglia Ruskin University Architecture
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Partner
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Exemption Clause
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Disclaimer

We recommend that you read carefully and acquaint yourself with all the contents of this white


paper. The followings as below are applied to everybody who reads this white paper besides 

token purchasers. If you are unsure of any contents of this white paper, we recommend that you


get the advice of law, finance, tax, etc. experts.

[ Legal Authority ]

Konnect team (“the team”) and Konnect company (“the company”) including advisors, directors, 


staffs, agents do not guarantee any liability from the information in this white paper. This white 


paper is intended to deliver the basic information of Konnect project (“the project”), and any 


distributed contents do not have a contract signification.

[ Notice Obligation ]

- This white paper is intended to provide the information of the project, and any words and 


contents are not for investment proposal, suggestion or advice and may not be the grounds


for investment. KCT tokens will be fully functional at the time of transfer to their purchasers.





- This white paper is distributed for the general reference related to the project at the time of 


writing, and may not be accurate and changed at any time. 





- All the details of this white paper may be changed and updated without notice by the 


discretion of the team and company, and are not a final draft. Any contents of this white paper 


is not secured to be unchanged in the future, and the team and company do not have the 


obligation to notify and report about the updated occasional changes in future plans, estima-


tion changes and error bounds specified on this white paper.





- The specific representations on this white paper have forward-looking statements about the 


future, future event, prospect, etc. of the project. These forward-looking statements identified 


by similar expression to the words like expectation, estimation, belief, forecast, prospect, 


projection, etc., are not based on fact, and may not be accurate, and are not a guarantee or a 


commitment, and include various risks and uncertainties. These forward-looking statements 


may also be included in other public materials, such as presentations, interviews, videos, etc. 


besides this white paper. The forward-looking statements contained in this white paper


include, but are not limited to, future results, performance and achievement of the project. 
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Exemption Clause

[ Notice Obligation ]

- Konnect platform (“the platform”) is not completed or in full operation as of the date of this


   white paper. The digital assets like NFTs and tokens issued in the project in the future have


   been described on the condition that the platform will be completed and fully operational,   


   but this should not be interpreted as a guarantee or commitment to the completion and full 


   operation of the platform.





- The tokens issued in the project should not be understood, interpreted, classified or treated 


   as an opportunity to engage purchasers in any rights or to receive ROI, income, payment, 


   profit or any portion thereof.





- The tokens issued in the project are not intended to constitute securities, business trusts or 


   collective investment plans, and each definition of which follows the definition set forth by 


   the equivalent provisions of other jurisdictions. Therefore, this white paper is not provided 


   as the business plan, business prospectus, proposal, etc. and should not be interpreted as 


   an investment proposal or attraction under any jurisdiction.





- Other currencies than digital assets, stocks and bonds, options, derivatives, profit taking 


   contracts that guarantee for ROI and loss avoidance on purpose, may be prohibited and 


   restricted by the legal or regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction.





- The purchaser takes total responsibility for deciding the legal possibility of a foreign 


   exchange and a taxation about income tax, etc. related to buy and sell of the tokens issued 


   from the company in the purchaser’s legal jurisdiction.





- The technology and representation in this white paper are not a commitment, and do not 


   carry legal binding force to whom may it concerns, the team and company, etc.





- The team and company do not have the responsibility for any possible loss that may be 


   caused directly or indirectly by the information in this white paper. Also we do not 


   completely have the responsibility in the case of warning in advance or predictable loss on 


   all matters (i.e. all types of momentary damages of profit, return, debt, etc., and additional 


   or special damages of income, sales, capital reduction, other debt loss, data loss or damag 


   es) that may be caused by decision-making processes using the information in this white     


   paper.
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Exemption Clause

[ Notice Obligation ]

- All contents or any part of this white paper shall not be copied, modified and distributed in 


   the country or region that regulate the contents of this white paper as illegal. In the case


   that the people in these country or region make an investment, as the purchaser in person 


   accepts the risk thereof, the team and company do not have any liability of it. The informa


   tion in this white paper is not authorized or verified by such a regulatory authority, and this 


   white paper is not assured by following all the regulations of country in which allows 


   publication and distribution.  





- This white paper is the official information of Konnect and written in English. This white 


   paper may be translated to other languages, and some information could be distorted, 


   misinterpreted or lost. The contents of this white paper in English is priority in the case that 


   the contents of translated languages are discordant, unclear or collided.





- All the contents of this white paper are copyrighted. This white paper shall not be duplicated 


   in electronic way or etc., and modified, linked and used in public or commercial purpose in 


   part or whole.



[ Investment Risk ]

We recommend that you carefully read the followings, and analyze and understand related 


elements and risks. The accuracy of the information about uncertainty and risk as below is not 


guaranteed. The purchasers are regarded as they agree to purchase the tokens issued in the 


company with recognition of the risk as it stands without any form of guarantee.

- The transaction may be delayed or failed due to the reason on blockchain system. The 


   problems on Ethereum blockchain may cause a damage to the team and company, the 


   token purchasers because smart contract in charge of the issue and allocation of tokens is 


   especially based on Ethereum network.





- The project is not free from all the risks, such as the depreciation of tokens, the changes in 


   market environment, the uncertainty, the competition with competitors, because of this \


   condition, the development of the team and company may be halted or the service direc


   tions and plans may be changed.





- The hackers or other malignant groups may attack the project by mining attacks such as 


   “double payment attack” or “51% attack”, and this may cause a hard hit to the tokens and 


   their transactions.
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Exemption Clause

[ Investment Risk ]

- The purchasers will use the digital wallet technically compatible with ECR20 to transfer or 


   store the tokens. Storage-related damages including limited access to tokens due to the loss 


   of identification information, and loss of essential personal keys related to the digital wallet 


   may be occurred. The purchasers cannot hold the team and company responsible.



- The token is currently being developed by the team and company. Although we intend to 


   develop and maintain the token as the contents of this white paper, it may be changed in 


   details by various reasons such as technology, design, law, regulation, political, social and 


   economic environment. The team and company do not have the liability of compensation in 


   the case of The depreciation or loss of tokens, the damage of liquidity by uncontrollable 


   factors such as the changes in regulation, authorization, license, and a market situation and 


   the like.



- In addition to the risks listed above, there may be other risks issued by the project that 


   affiliates cannot predict, and risks of unexpected combinations and variations can also be 


   introduced. If the above risks and uncertainties are developed in real life, the project’s 


   business, financial status, operational results, prospects, etc. can be substantially and 


   negatively affected. 



[ Compliance Base ]

This white paper is based on the laws, policies at the time of writing. The following items in the 

project’s contents may change according to the regulations of the relevant country.

- Certification and procedures for the transfer and exchange of digital currency between 


   different countries





- Subscription condition for use of the exchange (Real name account, OTP, KYC)





- Information exchanges between banks that manage escrow accounts, and incoming and 


   outgoing deposits (Insurance, Name, Financial Policy)





- Information exchange between us and our affiliates (Customer Information, Quote Informa


   tion, Transaction Information
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Exemption Clause

[ Compliance Base ]

- Payment terminal specifications and certification (Radio Certification, Liability Insurance)



- Tax return for the sale of goods and services (Year-end Settlement, Income Report, VAT 


   Return)



- Whether personal information is kept and disclosed (Location Information, Access Rights)

This white paper is produced and distributed only by Konnect, and we will take a strong 


legal response in the event of damages to the project and its participants by forging and 


falsifying the contents.
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EOD

-

THANKS.


